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FPCUG Notes for April 2016 
Editor:  Frank Fota ( fotafm@gmail.com ) 

 
APRIL EVENTS (7:00 PM -- Falmouth Fire House, Butler Road): 
-- Tues, Apr 5:  Technology Workshop (Josh Cockey) 
-- Thu, Apr 7:  Internet Workshop (Ray Pollock) 
-- Tues, Apr 12:  BoD Meeting (Rick Conte, Presiding) 
-- Thu, Apr 14:  General Meeting.  Youth Services Manager Craig 
Graziano (England Run Branch) will discuss the Central Rappahannock 
Regional Library’s role in Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) 
education.  STEM education is necessary in today's technologically-driven 
society.  It develops the proficiencies needed for U.S. students to compete in a 
global and innovative economy.  The public is invited and refreshments will be served. 
-- Tues, Apr 19:  Windows 8 & 10 Workshop (Ed Alexander) 
-- Tues, Apr 26:  All About Your Computer Workshop (Kay Pollock) 
-- Thu, Apr 28:  Windows All Workshop (Jim Hopkins) 
 

MARCH ANNUAL MEETING RECAP 
FPCUG President Rick Conte introduced Kay Pollock (FPCUG Treasurer) who provided 
members a "State of the FPCUG" briefing.  Kay discussed group accomplishments during 
the past year and plans for the future.  She also presented the proposed budget for the 
next fiscal year.  Nominations for office were presented to FPCUG members to fill 
vacancies and replace outgoing office holders.  The budget and slate of candidates for 
FPCUG office were approved without objection. 
 
TERRORIST’S iPhone ACCESSABLE WITHOUT APPLE'S HELP? 
The FBI is no longer insisting on Apple's help to crack the San Bernardino terrorist's 
encrypted iPhone.  At the government’s request, a judge canceled the scheduled court 
hearing.  Detail's remain sketchy concerning how the FBI will crack the phone.  According 
to Brandon Bailey and Amanda Lee Myers of the Associated Press, the FBI simply said, 
"an outside party" came forward to show them a possible method to access the encrypted 
data.  The court filing indicates that, "Testing is required to determine whether it is a viable 
method that will not compromise data on Farook's iPhone.  If the method is viable, it 
should eliminate the need for the assistance from Apple."  Apple has not declared victory 
in the case as the FBI has simply asked for the hearing to be postponed. 
 
THE MICROSOFT BUILD 2016 CONFERENCE 
The Microsoft Build conference is dedicated to computer software developers (i.e., 
coders).  Unless you are a coder, what Microsoft discussed at the conference is unlikely to 
reach you.  Perhaps the most interesting development is a planned open source 
command line for Windows 10 (i.e., Linux).  According to CNET Associate Editor Xiomara 
Blanco, this is “a really big deal for coders.”  Want to know more about Build 2016?  See 
#Build2016 or Linux comes to Windows -- and 5 other big things Microsoft announced. 

http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2016/mar/22/fbi-attackers-phone-possibly-accessible-without-ap/?page=all
http://www.cnet.com/news/microsoft-build-bash-linux-windows/
http://appleinsider.com/articles/16/02/19/us-department-of-justice-files-motion-to-force-apple-to-crack-terrorists-iphone�
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EDITOR'S NOTE:  I REALLY LIKED MY NOT SO SMART PHONE  
I want to preface The Computer Club's article below with a few comments.  Early 
adopters of technology are few in number but they are the reason that technology 
changes.  Without early adoption and sales, manufacturers would hesitate to 
produce new products in great numbers and the cost of high-tech gadgets would 
remain very high or unaffordable.  Back in 
1996, I purchased the first clamshell cellular 
phone (i.e., the Motorola StarTAC).  Without the 
subsidy provided to Sprint™, this phone would 

have cost $1,000!  (...The photo at left is linked to a website 
focused on the evolution of cell phone design). 
I was very reluctant to replace my StarTAC phone as it cost so 
much and looked very cool, like the Star Trek communicator 
(right).  With the exception of rudimentary text, the next two 
phones I owned were unremarkable and definitely not as cool (i.e., a Sanyo SCP-4700 and LG 
VX3300).  I replaced the LG with a Motorola Droid 4 (i.e., a true smart phone) with slide out QWERTY 
keyboard.  I currently own a Motorola Droid Turbo and regret the loss of the QWERTY keyboard  
 
I wish all of you could have attended the February "All About Your Computer" workshop and listened 
to Anne McGrath's grandson, Jake talk about smart phones and how he has been able to help Anne 
utilize many of the smart phone's features to assist her in daily living.  Talking about phones at a 
computer workshop may seem disconnected to some of you but, a smart phone is truly a mobile 
computer and you would be amazed to learn how a smart phone and its mobile link to the internet 
can improve your life and potentially add hours to your day. 
 
DO I NEED A SMARTPHONE? 
By Phil Sorrentino, Contributing Writer at The Computer Club, Florida 
http://scccomputerclub.org, Philsorr.wordpress.com or philsorr@yahoo.com 
 
Many of you have already answered this question in the affirmative. But for those of you who might 
still be on the fence, here are a few thoughts that might help make the decision. 
 
1. Contact information is always available. Put a phone number in your contact list and never have to 
put that phone number in again. Phone numbers in your phone can be synchronized with the contacts 
in your email software. With an Android phone, the phone numbers come directly from the contacts 
list in a Gmail account. The phone numbers will always be available and they will be backed up, so 
when you change phones (phone disaster or new phone envy), the contacts will show up on your new 
phone. No need to reconstruct or transfer your phone numbers. Addresses are also handled in the 
same way. 
 
2. Your Calendar is always available. How many times have you been asked “Is Thursday, the 24th, 
at 2pm ok?” Doesn’t it seem that every doctor’s office visit ends with that question? Well, with your 
calendar available on your phone, you can easily answer the question and propose an alternative, if 
need be. Not only can you see your appointments on the calendar, but you can see appointments on 
other calendars, if you link them. You can easily see your appointments and your significant-other’s 
appointments, so that a good decision can be made. I even have a calendar with important dates like 
birthdays and anniversaries linked in so I can always know when one is coming up. 
 

http://scccomputerclub.org/
http://scccomputerclub.org/
http://philsorr.wordpress.com/
http://scccomputerclub.org/�
http://techstory.in/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/communicator-treknews.net_.jpg�
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3. You can get some things accomplished during what would be wasted time. How many times have 
you sat in a doctor’s office much longer than you expected? Sometimes there’s a good reason for the 
delay, but that doesn’t help you, if you have to sit and wait, unable to accomplish the things you 
expected to do. Well, if you had your smartphone (which is really a small computer), you might be 
able to accomplish some of those things you would normally do at home. You could check your email. 
If you need to, you can even answer your emails, at least if the answers are relatively short. (The 
keyboards on most smartphones are probably only good for short answers, although some people get 
very proficient, using some of the special keyboard enhancer Apps.) You could catch up on the news. 
Newsreader Apps are very easy to use. You could check on your investments. Yahoo Finance is one 
App you might use. And if you have done all the investigating you want to, you can always play a 
game like Solitaire, Angry Birds, or 2048. Keep in mind that you could do all this while listening to 
music from your own music collection on your phone, or from a streaming service like Pandora or 
Spotify. 
 
4. You can check or make a list of things you want to do, or to buy, or whatever. There are many 
Note-taking Apps that keep track of notes you create so you will not forget all those things you have 
to do before next weekend. Some Note-taking Apps keep the notes in the cloud, so they’re accessible 
from any device, and some keep the notes on your phone so you don’t even need to have an internet 
connection. 
 
5. You can determine how to get to a location and get directions to a place of interest. The Maps App 
and Google Earth give you great views of places you may not be familiar with, and they can even give 
you turn-by-turn directions to get anywhere from your current location. With these Apps, you can find 
the nearest restaurant or gas station, and get directions if needed. And with “Cortana”, the Microsoft 
Personal Assistant, you can verbally ask for these things, and sometimes receive audible answers. 
 
6. You can take pictures when you didn’t even think to bring a camera. Most smartphones have two 
cameras, as part of the device. A rear-facing camera for taking pictures of scenery, and a front-facing 
camera for use with skype or for taking “selfies”. A camera might be very useful if you get into a traffic 
altercation. By the way, with the camera on the smartphone, you can even deposit checks into your 
checking account without ever going to the bank. All it takes is the check, your smartphone, your 
bank’s App, and a steady hand. 
 
7. You can watch videos, or movies, if you are stuck in a place where there is just nothing to do. Most 
phones have enough memory to hold a few movies, considering a movie might be about 5 GB. And 
there is always video streaming if you have a Netflix or Hulu+ account. If you are in a Wi-Fi area you 
won’t even have to use up any of your “data”. 
 
8. You can check the weather, but then you could always look out the window. However, you can 
check the weather at any location, and find out how the weather is up north where some of your 
friends might be. Don’t you love to do this in the winter? I usually tell them I just got out of the pool. 
 
9. Your smartphone can act as a bunch of useful tools. There are Apps that turn your smartphone into 
a calculator (that’s not very earth-shaking), into a compass (that’s a neat trick), and even into a 
flashlight (bet you didn’t see that one coming). One neat calculator even shows a tape, and lets you 
go back to see what each and every entry was. One of the compasses looks just like the one you 
used when you were a boy or girl scout. And the flashlight is a nice thing to have when the lights go 
out, or you are in a dark movie theater.\ 
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So, you might not need a smartphone, but you might find some of these things helpful. And when you 
look at the total list of things you can do with that small device, you just might find this reason enough 
for you to trade in your trusty flip phone for a new smartphone.  [End] 
 
THIS IS NOT SCIENCE FICTION: ROBOTS HAVE COME A LONG WAY 

Love 'em or hate 'em they're coming.  Sophia 
(left) is the latest humanoid robot from Hanson 
Robotics (see the video here).  She really 
creeps me out but ...consider the computers in 
use in 1995 and then consider the modern 
smart phone.  You just might envision a 
society filled with robots that look and behave 
very much like humans.  I remain creeped out 
by these robots or "toasters" according to 
some science fiction writers . 
 

RANSOMWARE TARGETS FLASH AND SILVERLIGHT 
Ransomware remains a hot topic in tech news.  Ransomware encrypts user data and 
holds it for ransom.  The latest twist on these attacks is the means of entry into your 
computer; flaws in Adobe Flash and Microsoft Silverlight.  Vulnerabilities in these 
programs and exploit kits allow attackers to deliver ransomware (e.g., Cryptowall, 
AlphaCrypt and TeslaCrypt).  According to Fahmida Y. Rashid, Senior Writer for 
InfoWorld, "Exploit kits rely on outdated and vulnerable versions of software to launch 
drive-by-download attacks.  Victims don’t need to click on anything to download the 
malware -- the exploit kit on the website probes the system to identify vulnerable software 
and launches the appropriate exploit."  It's critical that you update Flash, Silverlight and 
similar programs (e.g., Java) as often as they are patched.  Ms. Rashid provides "4 
reasons not to pay up in a ransomware attack" in a separate InfoWorld article. 
 
NOTE… the FPCUG does not endorse products or services of any kind . 
 
EVENTS IN COMPUTER HISTORY  
(paraphrase and additions to the Iceni Technology Blog by Iceni Technology Contributor Rebecca 
Coe and historical data from the websites http://www.computerhope.com/history/ and 
http://www.historyorb.com/) 
 
-- Apr 1 -- 

 
Apple Computer was founded by Steve Jobs, Steve Wozniak 
and Ronald Wayne (1976). 
 

 

https://youtu.be/W0_DPi0PmF0
http://www.infoworld.com/article/3046531/security/ransomware-targets-flash-and-silverlight-vulnerabilities.html?token=%23tk.IFWNLE_nlt_infoworld_sec_rpt_2016-03-24&idg_eid=f3b6672fb6b371db0594e3ad5d673eb6&utm_source=Sailthru&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=I
http://www.infoworld.com/
http://www.infoworld.com/article/3043197/security/4-reasons-not-to-pay-up-in-a-ransomware-attack.html?token=%23tk.IFWNLE_nlt_infoworld_sec_rpt_2016-03-15&idg_eid=f3b6672fb6b371db0594e3ad5d673eb6&utm_source=Sailthru&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=InfoWorld%252
http://www.infoworld.com/article/3043197/security/4-reasons-not-to-pay-up-in-a-ransomware-attack.html?token=%23tk.IFWNLE_nlt_infoworld_sec_rpt_2016-03-15&idg_eid=f3b6672fb6b371db0594e3ad5d673eb6&utm_source=Sailthru&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=InfoWorld%252
http://www.iceni.com/blog/events-in-computing-history-%e2%80%93-september/
http://www.computerhope.com/history/
http://www.historyorb.com/
https://youtu.be/W0_DPi0PmF0�
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiHgujy8uTLAhUF1x4KHXhjA18QjRwIBw&url=https%3A%2F%2Fkcoad1.wikispaces.com%2FApple&psig=AFQjCNFrmIQ19_rsQL8d2MpC4uf7xeOHUw&ust=1459306607921992�
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-- Apr 2 -- 
Microsoft Corporation announced the Z80 SoftCard on April 2, 1980--
their first and (for many years) only hardware product--a 
microprocessor on a printed circuit board that plugged into the Apple 
II personal computer.  It retailed for $349.00.  The SoftCard allowed 
programs running under the CP/M operating system (included with 

the card, as was Microsoft BASIC) to run on the 6502-based Apple II with only minor 
modifications.  In particular, the word processor WordStar was so popular that people 
bought the SoftCard and a companion "80-column card" just to run it.  At one time, 
SoftCard brought in about half of Microsoft's total revenue. It was discontinued in 1986. 
 
-- Apr 3 -- 
Apple released the 1st Generation iPad on April 3, 2010. 
 
-- Apr 4 -- 

Marc Andreessen and Jim Clark founded the Mosaic Communications Corp. on 
April 4, 1994, later renamed Netscape Communications Corp.  Andreessen 
developed the software used for browsing the World Wide Web while working at 

the National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) at the University of 
Illinois. Clark co-founded high-performance computer maker Silicon Graphics Inc. 
 
-- Apr 6 -- 
Microsoft released Windows 3.1 on April 6, 1992, an operating system that 
provided IBM and IBM-compatible PCs with a graphical user interface (retail 
price $149).  Windows 3.1 added multimedia extensions allowing support for 
sound cards, MIDI, and CD Audio, Super VGA (800 x 600) monitors, and 
support for 9600 bps modems.  It also refined OLE (object Linking and 
embedding), allowing users to cut and paste between applications. 
 
-- Apr 7 -- 

IBM announced the "System 360" mainframe computer 
architecture--embodied in five new models--launching its 
most successful computer system of all time (April 7, 
1964).  Called the "360" because it was designed to work 
for all sizes and types of customer with one unified 
software-compatible architecture, the 360 generated in 
excess of $100 billion for IBM.  Customers could add or 
remove computing capacity without losing their 
investment in software.  Models 30, 40, 50, 60/62, and 70 

were introduced along with 150 new supporting products.  The 360 architecture became 
the basis for subsequent mainframe architectures developed at IBM, as well as at IBM's 
many "plug-compatible" imitators.  Its standardization of interfaces and methods allowed 
other companies to carve out a niche in the 360-dominated computer market.  In the 
1960s, the System/360's success gave IBM a 65% market share, prompting observers to 

http://www.everymac.com/images/other_images/ipad-mini-big.jpg�
http://www.everymac.com/images/other_images/ipad-mini-big.jpg�
http://wiki.mbalib.com/w/images/a/a8/Mosaic_Netscape.png�
http://toastytech.com/guis/win31logo.png�
http://www-03.ibm.com/ibm/history/ibm100/images/icp/C713286B04220T42/us__en_us__ibm100__system_360__woman_at_360__800x593.jpg�
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term the industry "Snow White (IBM) and the Seven Dwarfs."  In 1965, the relative market 
shares were:  IBM: 65.3%, Sperry Rand (formerly Remington Rand): 12.1%, Control Data 
Corp.: 5.4%, Honeywell (formerly a division of Raytheon): 3.8%, Burroughs: 3.5%, 
General Electric: 3.4%, RCA: 2.9%, NCR (National Cash Register): 2.9% and the oft-
forgotten eighth dwarf, Philco: 0.7% 
 
-- Apr 8 -- 

Java Development Began on April 8, 1991.  Sun's Java team moved from Sun 
Microsystems to work in secret on its "Oak" development project (later re-named 
Java). 
 

-- Apr 10 -- 
Researchers at the University of 
Pennsylvania began work on the Electronic 
Numerical Integrator and Computer (ENIAC) 
on April 10, 1943.  The ENIAC was capable 
of the then-remarkable speed of 5,000 
additions per second.  ENIAC was shrouded 
in wartime secrecy since its main purpose 
was to compute "firing tables" for artillery 
shells.  Before ENIAC, this was done by 
women (called "computers") working in large 
groups at mechanical desktop calculators.  
The ENIAC became public in Feb 1946, when 
developers John Mauchly and J. Presper Eckert proudly showed off the 1,000 square feet 
of plugs, switches, and lights that calculated 1,000x faster than other machines of the day. 
 
-- Apr 11 -- 

German computer pioneer Konrad Zuse filed a patent for the 
automatic execution of calculations, a process he invented 
while working on what would become the Z-1, Germany's first 
computer (April 11, 1936).  In the patent application, Zuse 
offers the first discussion of programmable memory, using the 
term "combination memory" to describe breaking programs 
down into bit combinations for storage.  This was the first 
device to calculate in binary with translation to decimal. 

 
-- Apr 12 -- 
The HP-41 calculator was used in space on NASA's first space shuttle 
flight (April 11, 1981). The HP-41 allowed astronauts to calculate the 
exact angle at which they needed to re-enter the Earth's atmosphere. 
 
 
 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/8/88/Java_logo.png�
https://fortunedotcom.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/isa06_7.jpg?quality=80&w=702&h=478&crop=1�
http://www.yorku.ca/lbianchi/sts3700b/z1-vb2.jpg�
http://www.hpmuseum.org/3qs/41c3q.jpg�
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-- Apr 14 -- 
The Chinese government launched a widespread 
effort to purge governmental agencies of illegally 
copied software (1995), a practice that cost US 
software publishers millions of dollars.  The plan 
called for allotting more money to purchase 
software while giving an enforcement agency the 
power to prosecute those bootlegging software.  
The announcement followed a March meeting at 
which China signed an accord with the United 
States vowing to crackdown on piracy. 
 
-- Apr 15 -- 

The first West Coast Computer Faire is held on April 15, 
1977, introducing personal computers, in both kit and 
assembled form, to a new audience--the general public.  It 
was an important year for personal computing (PC) as three 
of the most popular PC systems of all time were announced: 
the Apple II, the Commodore PET and the Radio Shack 
TRS-80.  The Faire, held at the San Francisco Civic 
Auditorium & Brooks Hall, exposed tens of thousands of 

enthusiasts and the curious to a coming revolution in computing that changed all of our 
lives.  The first Faire is one of the most significant events in personal computing history. 
 
-- Apr 16 -- 

 
The "LISP" language was 
introduced to the public on April 
16, 1959.  The LISP programming 
language provided the basis for 
work in artificial intelligence (AI).  
Created by John McCarthy, LISP 
offered programmers flexibility in 
organization and it or its 
descendants are still used in the 
AI development environment. 

 
-- Apr 18 -- 
Newspapers report that IBM had become the first computer 
manufacturer to use a megabit chip -- a memory chip capable of 
storing 1 million bits of information -- in a commercial product, its 
Model 3090 (April 18, 1986).  The announcement was heralded as a 
notable triumph for American computer makers, whose work had 

been perceived to have fallen behind the Japanese electronics industry. 

http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/images/attachement/jpg/site1/20150617/7427ea21079d16eb112404.jpg�
https://2warpstoneptune.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/cf-1982-5.jpg�
http://lush.sourceforge.net/images/screendumps/helptool01.png�
http://www-03.ibm.com/ibm/history/exhibits/mainframe/images/2423PH3090.jpg�
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-- Apr 19 -- 
Researchers ran the first FORTRAN 
program on April 19, 1957.  Short for 
"FORmula TRANslator," FORTRAN 
enabled computer programmers 
("coders," at the time) to work in a 
"high-level" language, greatly simplifying program writing.  The first 
non-test FORTRAN program was run at Westinghouse and 

produced a missing comma diagnostic.  A successful attempt followed. 
 
-- Apr 19 -- 

MIT demonstrates its Whirlwind machine (computer) on Edward 
R. Murrow's See It Now television series (April 19, 1951).  
Project director Jay Forrester described the computer as a 
"reliable operating system," running 35 hours a week at 90-
percent utility using an electrostatic tube memory that stored up 
to 2,048 16-digit words.  The machine used 4,500 vacuum tubes 
and 14,800 diodes, taking up a total of 3,100 square feet. 

 
-- Apr 21 -- 
Tandy Corp. holds a press conference in New York (April 21, 1988) 
to announce its plans to build clones of IBM's PS/2 system 
computers.  The conference comes on the heels of IBM's 
announcement that it would license patents on key PC technologies, 
a move that signaled its willingness to let other companies clone its 
machines.  Within five years, IBM clones became more popular than 
original IBM machines themselves. 
 
-- Apr 23 -- 

The National Bureau of Standards retired the SEAC 
(Standards Eastern Automatic Computer) on April 23, 
1964.  The SEAC was built in Washington 15 years 
earlier as a laboratory for testing components and 
systems for setting computer standards.  The SEAC was 
the first computer to use all-diode logic, a technology 
more reliable than vacuum tubes, and the first stored-
program computer completed in the U.S.  Magnetic tape 
in external storage units stored programming information, 
coded subroutines, numerical data, and output. 

-- Apr 24 -- 
Apple Computers introduces the Apple IIc on April 24, 1981, a portable 
machine designed to have the same operating capacity as the standard IIe 
model.  The machine came with 128 kilobytes of RAM and a 5 1/4-inch 
floppy disk drive. 

http://royal.pingdom.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/ibm704.jpeg�
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/5/58/FortranCardPROJ039.agr.jpg/220px-FortranCardPROJ039.agr.jpg�
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/67/Museum_of_Science%2C_Boston%2C_MA_-_IMG_3168.JPG�
http://apple2history.org/wp-content/uploads/2010/06/apple2c2.gif�
http://www.colorcomputerarchive.com/coco/Documents/Radio Shack Catalogs/RSC-20 Computer Catalog (1989)(Radio Shack).pdf�
http://www.computermuseum.li/Testpage/SEAC-1950-Photo2.jpg�
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-- Apr 24 -- 
Microsoft released Windows Server 2003.  The server 
operating platform was advertised to provide greater 
performance and scalability compared to Windows 2000.  
Windows Server 2003 was designed to support Intel 
Itanium 64-bit systems and support high levels of demand and large business workloads.  
Over 5,000 developers and 2,500 testers were involved in its production. 
 
-- Apr 25 -- 

The US Patent Office issues Robert Noyce a patent for the integrated circuit 
on April 25, 1961, starting a long battle with Jack Kilby over who had rights to 
the patent.  Kilby had invented a germanium version of the circuits, while 
Noyce developed the silicon integrated circuit -- the one that grew to be more 
accepted.  Integrated circuits replaced transistors in computers, allowing the 
machines to be significantly smaller. 

 
-- Apr 26 -- 

IBM sends out an upbeat release on supercomputers 
and its own STRETCH (also known as the IBM 7030).  
The $10-million-and-up class computers are the world's 
fastest and most powerful in 1960.  They are similar to 
the STRETCH computer which IBM was at the time 
completing for the Atomic Energy Commission at Los 
Alamos, New Mexico.  IBM agreed to contract to 
business firms and government agencies to build 
STRETCH type computers.  The new machines are 
seventy-five times faster than the large-scale IBM 704 

computer, completing 100 billion computations in a day. 
 
 
 
 
-- Apr 28 -- 
The iTunes store opens (originally the 
“iTunes Music Store”) on April 28th, 
2003.  iTunes has been the biggest 
US based vendor of music since 
2008, and worldwide since 2010. 
 

http://images6.fanpop.com/image/photos/37000000/Windows-Server-2003-R2-Logo-microsoft-windows-37078843-1080-345.png�
http://40.media.tumblr.com/782d2577721f8ace3334ba05dcdafe33/tumblr_n46xhsJx6r1rtynt1o2_r1_1280.jpg�
https://publicintelligence.net/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/llnl-supercomputing-4.jpg�
http://www.historyofinformation.com/images/1478a.jpg�

